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In their statement of Fundamental Beliefs, Adventists claim to build their
teachings and practices on the sob Scnphra principle.' The sob Scriptr/ra principle
assumes an understanding of the revelation-inspiration2 of the Bible.
Consequently, the application of the sob Scriptma principle in the thinking and
life of the church depends on the way members and theologians understand the
revelation-inspiration of Scripture. One would expect Adventist theologians to
be of one mind on this grounding theological issue. However, Adventist
hstorians report that throughout the twentieth century conflicting views on
revelation-inspiration have found their way into the scholarly Adventist
community.3 During the last decade of the twentieth century, the debate
became explicit: and recent publications indicate that it has not ~ubsided.~
Because the existence of conflictingviews on revelation-inspirationinevitably
leads to the weakening of the sob ScnPtura principle and disunity in the thinking
and mission of the church,Adventists need to consider the issue of revelation and
inspirationin greater analpcal and theologicaldepth. In this context, the purpose
of thts article is to understand the various models of interpreting revelationinspiration presently operating w i h Adventist theological circles in order to
'General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists, Seventh-AdventistsBeheve:A Bibbcal
Egosztion ofFundamental Doctrines (Hagerstown, MD: Review and Herald, 1988).
21hyphenate the words c'revelation-inspiration"to indicate they are inseparable
aspects of the same process.
3Alberto Tirnm presents a good introductory historical survey in "A History of
Seventh-day Adventist Views on Biblical and Prophetic Inspiration (184WOOO),"JATS
10/1-2 (1999): 542. George Kmght underlines the use of the verbal-inspiration theory
as a tool to counter modernism in A Searchfor Idntity: The Devehpment ofseventh-aLy
Adventist Beb$(Hagerstown, MD: Review and Herald, 2000), 128-138.
4Conflicting views about revelation and inspiration became explicit when Alden
Thompson published Inspiration: Hard Questions, Honest Anwers (Hagerstown, MD:
Review and Herald, 1991). Frank Holbrook and Leo Van Dolson responded by editing
Iwes in Revehtion and Inspiration, Adventist Theological Society Occasional Papers
(Berrien Springs: Adventist Theological Society, 1992).
'Consider, e.g., Raymond F. Cottrell, "Inspiration and Authority of the Bible in
Relation to Phenomena of the Natural World," in Creation Reconsidered Scient$c, Bibha/,
and Theohgica/Perqectives,ed. James L. Hayward (Roseville, CA: Association of Adventist
Forums, 2000); and Graerne S. Bradford, More than a Ptophet: How We Lost and Found
Again the Rea/E/.n White (Berrien Springs: Biblical Perspectives, 2006).

discover how they relate to the oh Smptura principle that serves as the cognitive
foundation of Adventist theology, and to determine whether a new model that is
reflective of Adventist theology is needed.
To understand and evaluate the various ways of thulkrng about the
revelation-inspiration of Scripture, more than an accurate description of what
each view maintains is needed. Perspectives from which to analyze, understand,
and evaluate current models of revelation-inspiration are also needed.
Consequently, this article will explore the nature of the issue, the basic biblical
evidence on the inspiration of Scripture, the basic methodology involved in
understanding the process of revelation-inspiration, and the two basic models of
revelation-inspiration generally found in Christian thinking. Finally, with these
backgrounds in mind, an analysis d be made of the three main ways of
understanding the revelation-inspiration of the Bible presently operating in
Adventist thinking.

The Natum ofthe Issue
Divine Revelation and the Origin of
Theological Knowledge
God is known to humanity only by way of revelation. Theologians speak of a
general revelation through nature and a special revelation in Scripture, but on
what basis do they understand this revelation? How do they know that there are
two kinds of revelation, or that God reveals himself at all? Theologians work
either from their own imaginations and speculations or from a publicly
accessible revelation of God's thoughts and will.
Christians generally recognize Scripture as the public and specific
revelation of &vine thought and will to humanity. There is in nature no divinely
originated information about the existence of general or special revelation.
Whatever is derived from the interpretation of nature is the result of private
thought processes. Thus humanity only knows of the existence of general and
special revelation because God has revealed it in Scripture (Ps 19). However,
a significant number of modern and postmodern Christians believe that the
existence of a special cognitiverevelation from God is impossible.They assume
human beings wrote the Bible. Scripture and theology, then, are the result of
ever-changmg human irnagmation. Thus these theologians directly oppose
Peter's conviction (2 Pet 1:16) that we do not find myths but truths in
Scripture. Not surprisingly, such approaches interpret Scripture as a book of
human history.
Author and Interpretation
Whenever we read a text, we correctly assume that someone has written it.
Knowing the author of a written piece helps the reader to understand it.
However, it is not always necessary to know the author of a text in order to
understand its meaning. For instance, if I find a note in my office saymg,
"Come home immediately," I cannot miss its intended meaning. If I
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additionally know that my wife has written the message, I will understand it as
a command and I d rush home. Conversely, if I know that there is no one at
home because I live alone, I will understand it to be a prank from some of my
fellowworkers. Similarly,when interpretingcomplex literary or scientificpieces,
knowing the author will also help us to understand not only the face-value
meaning of a text, but also its deeper meanings. Conversely, if I want to know
a person, reading his or her writings is of primary importance to my
undertaking. Thus ascertaining authorship is essential to the study of Scripture.
If the reader is convinced that God is the author of Scripture, then his or
her theological understanding of Scripture will differ considerably from that of
a reader who is persuaded that Scripture was written by well-intentioned
religious persons describing their own personal experiences. Since Scripture is
a complex literary piece, our conviction about who the author or authors were
will greatly impinge on our theological interpretations of its multifarious
contents. Thus understandmg who the author or authors of Scripture were
becomes a pivotal presupposition from which believers and theologians
approach their interpretation of Scripture, formulate Christian teachings, and
experience the transforming power of Scripture in everyday life. In short,
understanding the process of revelation-inspiration becomes a necessary
assumption of a hermeneutics of Scripture and its theology.

Obviously, there is an author of Scripture. By what means is the author's
identity known? In answering ths question, we must begin by paying close
attention to what the biblical authors say about the origination of Scripture.
There is extensive OT and NT evidence that the biblical authors considered
God to be the author of S~ripture.~
The loci c h n ' of the biblical doctrine of
Scripture are 2 Tim 3:15-17 and 2 Pet 1:20-21.

Paul's statement about the origin of Scriptureis brief and general: "All Scripture
is inspired by God crr&aaypa44 8~6nvcuazo~)"
(2 Tim 3:16, NAB). Paul used
the word 8 ~ 6 a v ~ u o twhich
o ~ , means literally "God-breathed," to convey the
notion of divine inspiration. It is not known what a "divine breathing" could
mean when literally applied to the generation of Scripture. However, we may
attempt to understand it metaphorically.Thus understood, the word means that
God is duectly involved in the origm of Scripture (i.e., the words of Scripture).
While Paul categorically affirms that God is the author of Scripture, he does not
explain the mode of divine operation. Paul is not concerned with questions
such as how God originated the Scriptures, what was involved in the divine
breathing, or how God related to the human agents.
6Gerhard F. Hasel, "Divine Inspiration and the Canon of the Bible," JATS 5/1
(1994): 76-89.

Peter's

+E~+EVOL

Peter's remarks on the origin of Scripture are more nuanced and specific than
Paul's. Whereas Paul unambiguously states God's causal involvement in the
generation of Scripture as writing (ypa+fi), Peter brings to view a structure
always implicit in the divine acts of revelation-inspiration of Scripture: "men
spoke from God being led ( + E P ~ ~ C V
byOthe
L )Holy Spirit" (2 Pet l:2l).' Peter
thus explicitly underlines the nearly obvious fact that human beings have
written Scripture. In the origination of Scripture, then, human agencies acted
under the leading of the Holy Spirit. In short, both God and human beings
were involved in the generation of Scripture.
Peter, however, carefullyand forcefullyqualifies the interventionof human
agents: "Knowing this first: every prophecy of Scripture does not come into
~ L )[one's] own interpretation (kmh&xo<)" (2 Pet 1:20). The
being (y ~ V E Tfrom
Greek word kniLuo~<means literally "a release or liberation"; figuratively, it
bears the notions of "explanation," "exposition," or "interpretation." Because
the text is speakmg of the coming into being or origination of Scripture, it is
unlikely that k n i h u ~refers
~ to the reader. Peter may be arguing that even when
human beings were involved in writing Scripture, they drd not originate the
explanations, expositions, or interpretations of the various subject matters
presented in Scripture.
If the human writers were not the ones who created the views and
teachings of Scripture, then where do they come from? In a follow-up sentence,
Peter explains that "not by the will of man was ever a prophecy brought about
(fiv6~811,
from $:pa), but men spoke from God being led ( @ E ~ ~ ~ E
byvthe
oL)
Holy Spirit7' (2 Pet 1:21).8Peter once again denies the human authorship of
Scripture. He further clarifies the issue by noting that the d of human beings
was not involved in the creation of Scripture. What roles did human beings
carry out? They spoke (kh&hquav), proclaimed, and communicated the
explanations, expositions,and interpretationsthat originated in God as the author.
Speech and writing are expressions of thought. Thus God's direction
accompanied the writers of Scripture not only when they wrote, but also when
they spoke. What they said, however, was not the manifestation of their own
reasoning, imagination, or creation. It was the manifestation of God's thoughts
and actions.

'It can also be translated "being moved."
'As with Br6.rrv~uoto~,
the word Paul used to talk about the origination of
Scripture, ( ~ ) E ~ ~ ~appears
E v o Lonly once in the Bible. ( ~ ) E ~ ~ ~isEavverbal
o L form of
@ipo.Various inflections of the verb +;pa appear more than sixty times in the NT in
a variety of nuances, including "to bear, carry, carry along, carry forward, bring along,
move, drive, and lead." Peter used $ipo in the passive voice as a participle modifying
the word "men."Thus "men were led or carried along by the Holy Spirit." The Holy
Spirit performs the action and it is received by men. At the origin of Scripture, then, we
find the activity of the Holy Spirit in the writers of Scripture.
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The Problem behmd Revelation-Inspiration
Notably, Peter agrees with Paul by unequivocally affirming God's direct
involvement in the generation of Scripture. However, neither Peter nor Paul
explains the concrete ways in which the divine and human agencies interfaced,nor
their specific modtcs operand. In fact, the concrete way(s) in which the divir~ehuman agencies operated are not completely explained anywhere in Scripture.
From our contemporary intellectual perspective, Paul's and Peter's
statements sound more hke a claim than a theological explanation. Moreover,
their affirmation appears problematic. How should the simultaneous operation
of God and human agencies as the writers of Scripture be understood?
Scripture nowhere addresses this problem. As we attempt to provide answers
of our own, we embark on the task of theology. Theology searches for
understanding. Thus Paul's and Peter's statements provide not only a problem
to solve, but also an important fact that no doctrine of revelation-inspiration
should ignore. They teach that God is the author of all Scripture (2 Tim 3:16;
2 Pet l:20-21).~Theologians should fmd a way to understand how this took
place and, at the same time, account for the human side that factors into the
way Scripture was conceived and written.
The biblical doctrine of Scripture sets up the problem behind the doctrine
of revelation-inspiration.Throughout history, theologians have understood the
biblical claim to its divine-human origin in different ways. Their various
answers to this question have become leading hermeneutical presuppositions
that have decidedly influenced the entire task of exegetical and theological
research, even to the point of dividing Christianityinto two distinctive schools
of thought across denominational lines. That the doctrine of revelationinspiration should have such a momentous, paradigmatic influence on
theologtcal dunking should not be surprising. After all, it deals with the origin
and nature of theological knowledge.
Methodological Detour

Before briefly considering leading models of revelation-inspiration, it is
necessary to make a methodological detour by first precisely ascertaining the
technical meaning of revelation-inspiration, by reflecting on the types of
evidence upon which theologians build their understanding of revelationinspiration, and by discovering the hermeneutical presuppositions from which
they develop their views. In other words, it is necessary to clarify the object,
data, and hermeneutical presuppositions involved in the conception and
formulationof the doctrine of revelation-inspiration.This brief detour will help
to clarify what others have said on thls issue and what should be borne in mind
in interpretations of it.

'Hasel's study, 86, clarifies that both the OT and the NT are included within the
universal range of Paul's "all Scripture is inspired by God."

The Workmg Defulition of Revelation-Inspiration
When theologians describe the doctrine of revelation-inspiration, they use the
words "revelation" and "inspiration" in a technical sense. "Revelation" broadly
refers to the process through which the content of Scripture emerged in the
mind of the prophets and apostles. "Inspiration," broadly speaking, refers to
the process through which the content in the mind of the prophets and
apostles was communicated in oral or written forms. Thus revelation is a
cognitive process, while inspiration is primarily a linguistic one.''
The biblical writers did not use the word "inspiration," which comes from
(2 rTim
~ 3:16) and t$~p6p~voi
(2 Pet 121).
the Latin translation of 8 ~ 6 a v ~ w
Moreover, the biblical authors did not use the notions of "revelation" and
"inspiration" in the technical, analytical sense used in this article; rather they
used them interchangeably." According to the context, these words may refer
to the origin of the thoughts of the prophets and apostles, to the process of
communicating them in a written format, or to a combination of both. Not
surprisingly, a large number of Adventist and evangelical theologians do the
''See, e.g., Raoul Dederen, "Toward a Seventh-day Adventist Theology of
Revelation-Inspiration," in North American Bib& Conference (North American Division:
unpublished paper, 1974), 7-8.
"Though Ellen White does not use the words "revelation" and "inspiration" in
the technical meaning I am employing in this chapter, neither does she warn against
making such distinctions as some seems to suggest (see P. G. Damsteegt, "The
Inspiration of Scripture in the Writings of Ellen G. White," JATS 5/1 [1994]: 174). She
is supposed to have warned against making a distinction between revelation and
inspiration when she wrote: "Do not let any living man come to you and begin to
dissect God's Word, telling what is revebtion, what is in.pirafion and wbaf is not, without a
rebuke. Tell all such they simply do not know. They simply are not able to comprehend
the things of the mystery of God" (Semons and Talk, 2 vols. [Silver Spring, MD: Ellen
G. White Estate, 1990, 19941, 1:73, emphasis supplied). However, this sentence does
not warn against making the technical distinction between revelation and inspiration,
but between what is and is not revelation-inspiration. That becomes clear when one
goes on to read the last two sentences of the same paragraph: "What we want is to
inspire faith. We want no one to say, This I will reject, and this will I receive,' but we
want to have implicit faith in the Bible as a whole and as it is" (ibid.). This fits her clear
opposition to any view of inspiration that may lead the reader to pick and choose what
is and is not authoritative in Scripture. E.g., she wrote that "there are some that may
think they are fully capable with their finite judgment to take the Word of God, and to
state what are the words of inspiration and what are not the words of inspiration. I
want to warn you off that ground, my brethren in the ministry. T u t off thy shoes from
off thy feet, for the place whereon thou standest is holy ground.' There is no frnite man
that lives, I care not who he is or whatever is his position, that God has authorized to
pick and choose in His Word" (ibid., 1: 64). Moreover, the way that I will use the words
"revelation" and "inspiration" in this article seems compatible with Damsteegt's
analysis, 175, of White's view on inspiration. He concludes that she "saw inspiration as
a process in which divine hght was communicated to the human recipient [revelation]
and imparted to the people in a trustworthy manner [inspiration]."
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same.A proper understandingof the origination of Scripture,however, requires
a careful analysis of the cognitive and literary processes involved.
The Evidence
On what evidence do theologians build their understandings of the doctrine of
revelation-inspiration? Since the divine-human interactions that originated
Scripture are not available for direct inspection, theologians work fiom the direct
results of Scripture.Theologians have come to recognize two types of evidence
in Scripture: the doctrine of Scripture and the phenomena of Scripture. Since I
have already dealt with the biblical doctrine of Scripture, in this section, I will
briefly introduce what is meant by the phenomena of Scripture.
When theologians talk about the phenomena of Scripture, they are not
usually referring to biblical teachgs about Scripture, but to the characteristics
of Scripture as a written work and to its entire content.I2Consequently, while
access to the biblical doctrine of Scripture involves theological analysis, access
to the phenomena of Scripture takes place through historical and literary
analysis. The first h e of evidence underlines the role of the divine agency in
the process of revelation-inspiration, while the second reveals the role of
human agencies. Failure to integrate both lines of evidence has led to both
conservative and liberal interpretations of revelation-inspiration in Roman
Catholic, Protestant, and Adventist theologies.
To overcome the conservative-liberal impasse currently facing Christian
theology in general and Adventist theology in particular, it is first necessary to
listen to and integrate the entire range of available evidence.13 Consequently,
Ekkehardt Mueller correctly concludes that "in formulating a doctrine of
inspiration, one cannot disregard the textual phenomena, and one should not
lscard the self-testimony of Scripture.The Bible must be allowed to speak for
itself."I4
Hermeneutics and Revelation-Inspiration
Scripture does not answer the epistemological question about the origin of
theological knowledge pressing upon modem and postmodern Western
theologians. After concisely reviewing the historical development of Adventist
thought on revelation-inspiration, Timm arrives at the unavoidable conclusion
'*ForEkkehardt Mueller, the phenomena of Scriptureinclude,e.g., differences and
discrepancies between various biblical passages ("The Revelation, Inspiration, and
Authority of Scripture," Mini~ty,April 2000,22). Under the phenomena-of-Scripture
label, liberal authors include contradictions and theological and factual errors.
130nthis point, Knight, 193, underlines that "one of the great needs of Adventism
is a body of literature on the subject of biblical inspiration that develops inductively
from the inside of Scripture. It should seek to discover how the Bible sees itself, what
claims it makes for itself, what types of data it states went into its development, and
how it treats various categories of information."
141bid.,22-24.

that "the time has come for Seventh-dayAdventists to move beyond apologetic
concerns into the task of developing a more constructive theokgv of
inspiration."'~evertheless,how do we engage in constructive theology? How
do we develop an understanding of a subject matter that Scripture does not
speak about directly, but indirectly implies?The short answer to this challenge
is by doing systematic theology. How do we do systematic theology, and how
does it relate to biblical and exegetical theologies?These questions reveal that
the time for Adventist pioneers has not yet ended. There are still unentered
territories not only in Adventist missions, but also in Adventist theology.
For the limted purposes of this article, let us say that the constructive task
of theology consists in understanding a specific theological issue. In our case,
the issue is the process of revelation-inspiration, as technically defined above.
Since there is no understanding or interpretation without presuppositions, it is
helpful to recognize that any constructive study of the doctrine of revelationinspiration builds upon presuppositions. We should use this insight as an
analytical tool to understand the way in which various interpretations of
revelation-inspiration have been conceived and formulated. If properly used,
this insight may help Adventism to formulate its own understanding.
Since the doctrine of revelation-inspiration is a foundationalpresupposition
directly influencing the entire task of Christian theology, some might suggest that
we are involved in circular reasoning. We seem to be s a p g that the doctrine of
revelation-inspiration is the presupposition for hermeneutics, and that
hermeneutics is the presupposition for the doctrine of revelation-inspiration.
There is no circular reasoning here, however, because I apply the notion of
hermeneutics in two clearly different levels.
Traditionally, Adventist theologians have associated hermeneutics with
biblical interpretation.I6However, recent studies have broadened our notion of
hermeneutics by linking it to the functioning of reason." In a few words,
hermeneutics applies to the way in which human reason works." To know is

16See,e.g., Gerhard F. Hasel, BibkcalInterpretationToahy (Washington, DC: Biblical
Research Institute, 1985); and Richard M. Davidson, "Biblical Interpretation," in
Handbook ofseventh-ahyAdventist Theology,ed. Raoul Dederen, Commentary Reference
Series (I-Iagerstown, MD: Review and Herald, 2000), 58-104. See also the following
evangelical theologians: David S. Dockery, Biblical Interpretation Then and Now:
Conteqborary Hemeneutics in the Lzght of the Ear4 Church (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1992);
Gerhard Maier, Bibhcal Hemeneutics, trans. Robert W. Yarbrough (Wheaton: Crossway,
1994);Henry A1 Virkler, Hemenecltics: Pn'nqblesand Processes ofBibkcalInterpretation (Grand
Rapids: Baker, 1981); Grant R. Osborne, The Hemenentical Spirak A Coqrehensiue
Introduction to Bibhcal Interpretation (Downers Grove: InterVarsity, 1991);and Walter C.
Kaiser and Moises Silva, A n Introduction to Biblical Hermeneutics: The Searchfor Meaning
(Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1994).
"For an introduction to the development of philosophical hermeneutics, see Ra6l
Kerbs, "Sobre el desarrollo de la hermenCutica," Analogsit Filosbjica 13/2 (1999):3-33.
"Hans-Georg Gadamer, however, has underlined the universality of hermeneutics
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to interpret.'' Consequently, interpretation or hermeneutics takes place
whenever human beings begin thinking about an object, text, or issue. Thus the
dtfferent types of hermeneutics can be identified and classified according to the
object they address. In Christian theology, hermeneutics works on three levels:
the text, the theological issues, and the philosophical principles. Because of
their relative broadness and influence, we can speak of macro, meso, and micro
hermeneutics, respectively.20While micro hermeneutics refers to textual
interpretation and meso hermeneutics to issue or doctrinal interpretation,
macro hermeneutics deals with the first principles from within which doctrinal
and textual hermeneutics operate.21
When we afhrm that the doctrine of revelation-inspiration assumes
hermeneutics and, at the same time, that hermeneutics assumes a doctrine of
revelation-inspiration, we do not engage in circular reasoning because we are
speaking of different levels of hermeneutics. The doctrine of revelationinspirationconditionsthe interpretation of biblical texts (ie., micro hermeneutics)
and theologicalissues (i.e., meso hermeneutics). At the same time, when we search
for the meaning of the doctrine of revelation-inspiration,we assume some broad,
far-reaching notions (i.e., macro-herrneneutical principles).

as present in all human understanding. Hermeneutics, in this general sense, considers
the way in which human beings think ("The Universality of the Hermeneutical
Problem," in Phihsophical Hermeneutics, ed. David E. Linge [Berkeley: University of
California Press, 19761, 1-17; and idem, Twth and Method, 2d rev. ed., trans. Joel
Weinsheimer and Donald G. Marshall w e w York: Continuum, 19891).
'%avid Tracy, Pfurabfyand Amhguify: Hermeneutics, Rehgion, Hope (San Francisco:
Harper & Row, 1987), 9. For an introduction to hermeneutics as the general theory of
interpretation, see Josef Bleicher, Conteqboraty Henncneutics: Hermeneutics as Method,
Philosophy and Critique (Boston: Routledge & Kegan, 1980); Hans-Georg Gadamer,
PhihsophicaiHemeneutics, trans. David E. Linge (Berkeley: University of California Press,
1976); F. D. E. Schleiermacher, Hermeneutics:-The Handwritten Manus@ts, ed. Heinz
Kirnmerle, trans.James Duke and Jack Forstman (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1977). From
a theological perspective, see Anthony C. Thiselton, The Two H0ri;Zon.r:New Testament
Hermeneutics andPhilos~hicalDes~tion
with S p e d fiference to Heideaer, Bul'tmann, Gahmer,
and Wittgenstein (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1980); idem, New Horizons in Hermeneutics
(Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1992); and idem, "Biblical Theology and Hermeneutics,"
in The Modern TheologiannsA n Introducton to Christian Theology in the Twentieth Centuty, ed.
David F. Ford (Cambridge: Blackwell, 1997), 520-537.
201am borrowing here the "macro, meso, and micro" categorizationthat Hans Kiing
uses to speak about the scientific parad.tgm in theology (Theohgforthe ThirdMilbnnium:An
Ecumenical View, trans. Peter Heinegg [New York: Doubleday, 19881,134).
21Macrohermeneutics is related to the study and clarification of philosophical
issues directly or indirectly related to the criticism and formulation of concrete heuristic
principles of interpretation. Meso hermeneutics deals with the interpretation of
theological issues and, therefore, belongs properly to the area of systematic theology.
Micro hermeneutics approaches the interpretation of texts and, consequently,proceeds
within the realm of biblical exegesis.

What are the presuppositions involved in the understanding of revelationinspiration?Who decides which presuppositions should be used? Let me start
with the latter question.The presuppositionsare not arbitrarilydecided because
they are necessarily required by the phenomenon of revelation-inspiration itself.
Biblical evidence shows that the revelation-inspiration phenomenon always
involves divine and human actions." Consequently, theologans unavoidably
bring their own conceptions of divine and human natures to play in their
doctrines of revelation-inspiration. These are macro-hermeneuticalprinciples,
which are assumed as principles in meso and micro hermeneutics.God's nature
and actions, as well as human nature and actions, have been variously
interpreted by Christian theologians. Thus different views of God and human
nature have produced different interpretations of revelation-inspiration. With
these methodological clarifications in mind we turn to the history of
interpretation of revelation-inspiration.
Mod& ofRevekrtion-In~irationin
Christian Tbeolbgees

Theologians have interpreted the doctrine of revelation-inspiration in many
waysYzwith most explanations f a h g into two primary models of interpretation:
the classical and the modern.24These models have influenced the development
of Adventist understanding of the doctrine of revelation-inspiration.
Verbal Inspiration
During the fust eighteen centuries following the death of Christ, the doctrine
of revelation-inspiration was not disputed. Following Christ's example, his
followers took the biblical teaching about its inspiration at face value. They had
no reason to think otherwise. They assumed God, through human
instrumentality, wrote the Bible.
While classical theologians maximized the role of &vine activity in the
process of revelation-inspiration, they minimized the role of human agencies.
For them, there was no doubt that God, through his Holy Spirit, was the
author and writer of Scripture.Prophets and apostles were only the instruments
that God used to write the very words of Scripture. Because God is believed
to have written the words of Scripture, this view has come to be known as the
22RaoulDederen provides a summary of biblical evidence on the revelationinspiration phenomenon in "The Revelation-Inspiration Phenomenon According to the
Bible Writers," in Imes in Revehfion and In.pirattion, ed. Frank Holbrook and Leo Van
Dolson, Adventist Theological Society Occasional Papers (Berrien Springs: Adventist
Theological Society, l99l), 12-29.
2 3 F ~arbrief introduction to the history of the doctrine of revelation-inspiration,
see Bruce Vawter, BibbcaIIn.piration (Philadelphia, PA: Westminster, 1972).
24SeeFernando Canale, "Revelation and Inspiration: The Classical Model,"AUSS
32 (1994): 7-28; idem, "Revelation and Inspiration: The Liberal Model," AUSS 32
(1994): 169-195.
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"verbal" theory of inspiration. Not surprisingly, this notion has led to a high
view of biblical authority, echoing the claim of the biblical authors themselves.
The words of the Bible are the words of God. This assumption, however, did
not prevent Christian theologians from misreading Scripture.
During this period, some authors giving thought to the process of
revelation-inspiration placed the emphasis on inspiration. According to this
view, revelationis the supernaturalgeneration of thought (e.g., visions, dreams),
which accounts for a few portions of Scripture. Conversely, inspiration is the
divine, supernatural intervention in the writing of Scripture and therefore
extends to the whole Bible. Alden Thompson comments that the defulition of
revelation-inspiration in this case implies that "inspiration becomes almost
synonymous with revelation. Thus the inspiration process virtually becomes
another form of revelation. The human recipient is viewed simply as the
passive instrument through which the divine words
This view builds on an extrabiblical philosophical understanding of macro
hermeneutics. Early in the history of Christianity, theologians began to defrne
their macro-herrneneutical principles from Greek philosophical sources.
Through a process that took centuries to reach its climax, the biblical notion
of God was slowly replaced by the Greek idea of God. God was no longer a
being who dwells among his people and acts directly within the flow of history,
but a distant, timeless, nonhistorical being. The same process led to the
replacement of the biblical notion of conditional immortality with the Greek
idea of the immortality of the soul. This paradigmatic switch at the macrohermeneutical level set the stage for the classical and modem schools of
theology and their understandings of revelation-inspiration.
A further theological development that resulted from a change in
paradigms was traditionally referred to as divine providence and, more recently,
HeiArge.whichte. By the fifth century A.D., Augustine was already using this idea as
a macro-hermeneuticalpresupposition in his exegetical s t d e s and theological
reflections. In so doing, he tied the notion of divine will and activity to the
timeless nature of God.26The idea of divine, sovereign providence as an allembracing causality encompassing the full extent of nature and history
originates from this fateful ~ombination.~'
Centuries later, this notion came to
shape Martin Luther's" and John Calvin'sB understandings of the gospel, as
well as the understanding of the verbal inspiration of Scripture.
The verbal-inspiration model behind biblical inerrancy is not thus a mere

26Augustine,Co.fessions, 12.15.18.
27Thisnotion was developed at length by John Calvin, Contenting the Eternal
Predestination of God, trans. J. K. Reid (Philadelphia, PA: Westminster, 1977).
28MartinLuther, A Commentmy on St. Pa& Epistk to the Gahtians, ed. Philip S.
Watson, trans. Erasmus Middleton (Cambridge:James Clarke, 1953),21-28; 158-185.
23JohnCalvin, Concerning the EtcmalPrcdesination ofGod, trans. and intro. J. K. S.
Reid (Lousville, KY: Westminster, 1997),56-58.

affirmation of biblical evidence, but an interpretation of the way in which the
Bible came into existence. This theory was conceived from the perspective of
the paradigmatic macro-hermeneutical shift described in the last two
paragraphs. Thus the biblical affirmation that the Holy Spirit led the prophets'
writing is understood on the assumption that God operated as a sovereign,
irresistible cause that overruled any causality originating from human freedom.
The macro-hermeneutical notion of God stemming from nonbiblical sources
shaped the interpretation of the way in which God is supposed to have
operated when inspiring Scripture. On this assumption, God is not only the
author of Scripture, but also the writer.
In the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, evangelical theologians used
the verbal-inspiration theory, also known as plenary inspiration, to fight
agamst modernism as expressed by the historical-critical method and
encounter theory of inspiration, thereby challenging traditional Christian
theology.30Working from the macro-hermeneutical perspective of divine,
sovereign providence, Archibald A. Hodge (1823-1886) and Benjamin B.
Warfield (1851-1921) spoke of inspiration as &vine superintendenceoperating
via concursive confluence with human agencies. They rejected the notion that
God dctated Scripture to the biblical writers.31As modrrs operand of inspiration,
3@This theory is also known as "plenary" inspiration. Some theologians consider
"plenary" and "verbal" inspiration to be different theories of inspiration, while others
consider them different labels to designate the same way of understanding inspiration.
I. S. Rennie suggests they are different theories of inspiration ("Plenary Inspiration,"
in Evangehal Dictionary of Theology, ed. Walter A. Elwell [Grand Rapids: Baker, 19841,
860-861; idem, "Verbal Inspiration," in EvangelicalDictionary of Theology, ed. Walter A.
Elwell [Grand Rapids: Baker, 19841, 1242-1244). Charles Hodge considered them to
be synonyms for the same way of understanding revelation-inspiration (Sysematic
Theology, 3 301s. [Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 19701, 1: 165). When compared with the
i encounter^' and "thought" theories, it becomes clear that the "verbal" and "plenary"
accounts of inspiration are variations of the same theory. In fact, the words "plenary"
and "verbal" are not contradictory, but show complementary emphases. "Plenary"
signals opposition to those that claim only some portions of Scripture are inspired
(partial inspiration). "Verbal" indicates opposition to the notion that only the
prophets' thoughts and not their words are inspired. Both consider inspiration to be
divine assistance that renders the words of Scripture inerrant. Archibald Alexander
clarifies that the "plenary'y view of revelation-inspiration upholds the absolute
inerrancy of Scripture (Evidences ofthe Authentic& In~pirationand CanonicalAutbociiy of
the Hob S@tures Philadelphia: Presbyterian Board of Publication and Sabbath-School
Work, 18361, 223, 230). The primary difference between "verbal" and "plenary"
inspiration is thus one of emphasis. The "verbal" version emphasizes divine
sovereignty, while the "plenary" version probes in more detail the way in which divine
sovereignty interfaces with human instrumentality (ibid., 224-225).
31JohnCalvin's (Commenta~
on 2 Timothy, 3:16) and Ellen White's (Review andHerald,
January 22, 1880, par. 1, and Testimoniesfor the Church, 9 vols. [Mountain View, CA:
Pacific Press, 19481, 4: 9) statements referring to God's "dictating" Scripture should
probably be taken in a figurative sense.
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dictation was considered to be "mechanical" and did not correspond to ihe
way God acted." Instead they argued that a concursive confluence between
divine and human agencies was a dynamic concept that better expressed what
took place in inspiration. According to them, God and humans worked
together freely and harmoniously, each producing according to his or her
proper nature. Yet because the Holy Spirit works internally and therefore
secretly, this explanation adds little to the understanding of inspiration. The
basic nature of verbal inspiration centers not in the concursive-confluent
mode, but in the sovereign, irresistible causality of divine p r o ~ i d e n c eAs
. ~ ~a
result, biblical writings are considered not only to be fully inerrant, but also to
possess "a divine quality unattainable by human powers alone."34
The sculptor-chisel-sculpture analogy helps to visualize the way in which
the verbal theory of inspiration conceives the manner in which the divine and
human agencies operate when generating the writings of the Bible. As the
sculptor, and not the chisel, is the author of the work of art, so God, and not
the human writer, is the author of Scripture. Human writers, as the chisel, play
only an instrumental role.
The most noticeable herrneneutical effects of the verbal theory are
recontextualization and inerrancy. Recontextualization recognizes that
understanding always relates to contexts. In the interpretation of a text, the
historical situation from which it originated plays a pivotal role. In claiming
that a timeless God is the author and writer of Scripture, verbal inspiration
places the origin of biblical thought in the nonhistorical realm of the
supernatural. Historical contexts and contents are bypassed in favor of
timeless, divine truths. This nonhistorical recontextualization has assumed
various forms, ranging from the classical depreciation of the historical-literal
meaning of the biblical text in favor of allegorical, spiritual meanings to the
fundamentalist reading of Scripture. Fundamentalism assumes that each
biblical statement is an objective communication of supernatural, absolute
truth. Thus Scripture reveals truths that always mean the same to all readers
throughout time.

32Dictationrefers to the way in which the human and divine agencies operated.
Most evangelical theologians reject the notion that God literally dictated the Scripture
to human writers. They understand that Calvin used the term "dictation"metaphorically
rather than literally. Dictation is considered "mechanical" because it does not make
room for the human agency.
33ArchibaldA. Hodge and Benjamin B. Warfield defined inspitation as "the
superintendence by God of the writers in the entire process of their writing, which
accounts for nothing whatever but the absolute infallibility of the record in which the
revelation, once generated,appearsin the original autograph" (In@ration [GrandRapids:
Baker, 19791, 60).
34BenjaminB. Warfield, The InJpration and AuthonQ c j the Bible (Philadelphia:
Presbyterian and Reformed, 1948), 58.

Encounter Revelation
Modernity generated a ra&cally new understanding of revelation-inspiration.
This interpretation did not come from accepting biblical statements at face
value, but from complicated philosophical arguments. Friedrich
Schleiermacher, the father of modern theology, drew the blueprint that later
proponents of encounter revelationwould follow. This theory does not revolve
around inspiration, as does the verbal view, but around a radical
reinterpretation of revelation.
Briefly put, according to encounter theory, revelation is a divine-human
encounter without the impartation of knowledge. 'Thus, the content of
revelation is regarded no longer as knowledge about God, not even information
from God, but God Him~elf."~~
Consequently, not one word or thought that is
found in Scripture comes from God. Encounter revelation is thus the opposite
of verbal inspiration. Rather, the context of Scripture originates from the
historically conditioned response of human beings to the personal,
noncognitive encounter with God. The Bible is a human book like any other
book. The obvious disregard for the scriptural claim that God is the author of
Scripture does not seem to bother supporters of this theory. The study of how
the content of Scripture originated is left to historical investigation. Assuming
that God did not contribute to the content of Scripture, historical critics see
Scripture as the result of a long process of cultural evolution. Human
imagination, community, and tradition are the grounds from which the human
books of Scripture come. Not surprisingly, some exegetes believe that
inspiration operates not on individuals, but on the entire community.36
According to h s view, inspiration did not reach to the personal level of
prophetic thoughts or words directly, but influenced the social level of the
community within which the authors of Scripture lived and wrote. Not
surprisingly, Scripture's contents are human, not divine.
Modernitybrought about a radical change in the philosophicalunderstandmg
of human reason. The classical notion that reason is able to reach eternal timeless
truth was considered impossible.Kant argued that reason can only operate within
spatiotemporal limits.37Why did a change in philosophical teaching affect the
understanding of revelation-inspiration? Since early in the history of Christian
thinking, theologians have derived their understanding of macro-hermeneutical
presuppositions from philosophy. Due to this methodological assumption, the
modern change in the philosophical understandmg of reason presented
theologians with an alternative. Conservative theologians chose to build their
theologies on the classical view of reason, while liberal thinkers built on the
modern limited view of reason.
35RaoulDederen, "The Revelation-Inspiration Phenomenon,"l1.
36PaulJ. Achtemeier, Inqiration andAutbori~:NaturtandFunctionofChristianScrgtwre
(Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 1999).
371mmanuelKant, Cn'tique Ofpureb o n ytrans.J. M. D. Meiklejohn (Buffalo, NY:
Prometheus, 1990), see esp. "Transcendental Aesthetics,"30-43.
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Modern theologians assume that God is timeless and that human reason
cannot reach to the level of timeless objects. Within these parameters, there can
be no cognitive communication between God and human beings. Christianity
revolves around the notion that God relates to human beings. Encounter
revelation suggests that the divine-human encounter takes place not at the
Thus revelation is a
cognitive, but at the "existential" or "personal"
divine-human encounter, real and objective, but which involves absolutely no
communication from God.
The most noticeable herrneneuticaleffects of the verbal theory of inspiration
can be summed up in two words, recontextualization and criticism. As the
encounter theory of inspiration leads to recontextualization, so does the
encounter theory of revelation. Both approach biblical texts and ideas from
horizons alien to biblical thinking. While verbal inspiration assumes that Scripture
reveals objective, timeless truths, encounter revelation assumes that Scripture is
a pointer to an existential, noncognitive, divine-human encounter. Scripture then
has no revelatory content, but a revelatory function as a pointer or witness to
revelation. Second, since the content of Scripture originated (contrary to Paul's
and Peter's views) from the impulse and wisdom of human beings, it must be
subjected to scientific criticism and only used metaphorically for religious
purposes. Due to the human origination of the biblical content, the interpreter
assumes Scripture contains errors not only in historical details, but also in all that
it expressly teaches, includmg teachulgs about God and salvation.
Modeh of Revekztion-Inspiration in Adventism
It is difficult to assess how theories such as verbal inspiration and encounter
revelation affect Adventism. Edward Heppenstall properly described the general
way in which most Adventist writers approach the study of revelation-inspiration
by saying that "this church has no clearly defined and developed doctrine of
revelation and inspiration. We have w e d ourselves with the evangelical or
traditional position."39In this section, I will attempt to describe only the main
models of revelation-inspiration that Adventist theologians have ad~pted.~"
381have placed "existential" and "personal" within quotations marks because the
divine-human relation takes place within the shared timelessness provided by divine
timelessness and the immortality of the human soul, which, according to classical
thinking, shares, though in a lower and imperfect level, in the timeless level of reality.
39EdwardHeppenstall,"Doctrine of Revelation and Inspiration (Part I)," Minist~,

1970, 16.
'"'For a detailed introduction to Adventist reflection on revelation-inspiration, see
Timm, 487-509. Timm, 490, notes: 'That early Seventh-day Adventists regarded the
Scriptures as infallible and inerrant is evident from the uncritical reprint in the Review
of several portions from non-Adventist authors that fostered such a view. In 1859, for
example, the Review reprinted a large paragraph from Louis Gaussen's @oak,]
Theopneustia, stating that not 'one single error' could ever be found in the more than
31,000 verses of the Bible." An overview of the same history can be found in

Verbal Inspiration
In the 1960s and early seventies when Heppenstall wrote his assessment of
Adventist views regarding the doctrine of revelation-inspiration, most
Adventists did not give much thought to the question and, consequently,
embraced by default the theory of verbal revelation. Accordmg to Timm, early
Adventist authors used the verbal theory of inspiration as an apologetical tool
against Deism!'
This trend intensified after the death of Ellen White when
Adventism faced modernism.42It may still be the default explanation of
revelation-inspiration implicitly held by most Adventists who have not yet
considered the issue
In the context of the fundamentalist-modemistcontroversy shaping the
American religious landscape during the first half of the twentieth century,
several Adventist authors addressed the question of revelation-inspiration at
some length. Among them, for instance, Carlyle B. Haynes addressed the issue
in two chapters of his God's
He demonstrates his adherence to the
verbal theory of inspiration when he affirms that "revelation is who&
supernatural, and altogether contmlkd by God."45 God exercises his supernatural
control and superintendence over prophets and apostles when they write the
revelations they have received: "Whether dealing either with revelation or with
facts w i t h his knowledge, the Bible writer required in.piration to produce a
record preserved from all error and mistake."46Absolute inerrancy follows from
the total control of the human agent by the Holy Spirit. God is totally in
control of the process of writing, and the human agent is a passive instrument.
The parallel with the verbal theory of inspiration is unmistakable. Haynes
connects his notion of inspiration, perhaps unknowingly, to the evangelical
understanding of divine sovereignty. Verbal inspiration depends on the
Thompson, 267-272.
41Timm,487-509.
"Knight, 128-138.
43SamuelKoranteng-Pipim provides a recent explicit example of this trend
(Receiving the Word How New Approaches to the Bible Impact Our BibhcaiFadh and Lzzstyie
[Berrien Springs: Berean Books, 19961). Pipim, 51, does not explicitly deal with the
doctrine of revelation-inspiration, but assumes the evangelical verbal theory, as many
Adventists have done in the past. His approach is apologetical against the inroads of
modernism and the historical-critical method of exegesis in Adventist theology. He
seems to distance himself from the evangelical verbal theory of inspiration when he
emphasizes the "trustworthiness" of Scripture rather than its "inerrancy" (54-55).Yet
he, 227, comes very close to inerrancy when explainingthat, while "no distortions came
from the hand of the original Bible writers, some alterations and minor distortions have
crept into the Word during the process of transmission and translation."

B. Haynes, God's Book (Nashville: Southern Publishing, 1935), 129-131.
44Carlyle
45~bid.,
144 (emphasis supplied).
461bid.,136.
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understanding that God exercises absolute control on the biblical writers. As
already explained, this conviction does not stand on biblical but on philosophical
grounds. Unknowingly, then, the verbal-inspiration theory embraced by
conservative Adventist theologians depends on the Augustinian-Calvinistic
understanding of macro-herrneneutical presuppositions derived from a NeoPlatonic view of reality. Thus, although the verbal theory affirms a high view of
Scripture, its precise expression "inerrant in the autographs" defacto denies its
revelatory supremacy (i.e., sob Smptura principle) in the task of doing Christian
theology because the autographs of Scripture no longer exist. In Adventism, the
adoption of verbal inspirationgenerates the same hermeneutical effects described
above. These effects are especially counterproductive in Adventism because its
theology has been built on the implicit assumption of a quite different
understanding of the macro-hermeneutical realm.
Encounter Revelation
Since the encounter model of revelation is the alternative way to face the
challenge of modernism and the historical-critical method, it is not surprising
to find Adventist theologians adopting this line of thinking.It is uncertain how
many Adventist theologians may have implicitly adopted this view or may
adopt t h s view in the future, but at least one Adventist scholar has explicitly
argued in favor of the encounter theory of revelation-in~piration.~'
In an article by NT scholar Herold Weiss, the modern encounter view of
revelation is recommended to the Adventist community. Weiss believes
revelation takes place as a noncoptive, divine-human encounter: "I do not
understand revelation to be essentially the communication of &vine
information gwen by the Spirit to the writers of the Bible; nor do I consider
faith to be the acceptance of this information. Revelation, rather, is first of all,
a divine disclosure that creates a community in which life expresses this
revelation in symbols of action, imagination and thought under the guidance
of prophet^."^'
He develops this view with even greater force and clarity, noting that
In a more technical sense, however, revelation refers to the actual Goddisclosure. It suggests the disclosing of that which was veiled. And the
important thing to see is that when God reveals, He does not disclose
something things, words, a book. He unveils Himseyby acting on behalf of
people. People experience, or witness, His being or His action. For God to
reveal Himself, no word need be spoken. Even in a prophetic vision the
words of God are the words of the prophet; each prophet imposes his own
style and his own vocabulary on the lips of God. God reveals Himself, then,
by acting on selves; there is no book in between.49
47HeroldWeiss, "Revelation and the Bible: Beyond Verbal Inspiration," Spectram
7/3 (1975): 49-54.

&Ibid.,52.

Thus, according to Weiss, the words and concepts of Scripture come not
from God, but from the prophets and apostles who respond and testify to the socalled objective but noncognitive and wordless event of revelation described
above. The process of thtnkulg and writing is the human response to the
encounter.''
This view produces a dichotomy between faith and belief. While belief
belongs to the realm of history and is verifiable, faith belongs to the realrn of
the divine transcendence and is not verifiable." Scripture, as a written work,
represents the thoughts and words of the prophets, not of God. Scripture
testifies about the acts of God in history. These "acts," however, are devoid of
thought and words, taking place not within the realm of history (i.e., belief), but
within the inner realm of nonhistorical, subjective human experience (i.e., faith).
The resulting interpretation of Scripture builds on this dichotomy. The
hstorical-criticalmethod is applied in all its force on the human side-there is
no methodologicalmodificationbecause the divine, supernaturalencounter, for
all practical purposes, plays the same role of the Troeltschian naturalistic
presuppositions.52The human side includes the entire content of Scripture.
Exegetes deal with the historical content of Scripture, applying the historicalcritical method. When theologians interpret Scripture, they do not do so in
order to understand what the biblical authors directly spoke about, but to
recover the indirect, noncognitive, objective cause behind the words. This side
of "faith" uses biblical language as indirect metaphorical pointers to the
prophet's encounter with God. The goal of this exercise is not to fmd truth, but
to adumbrate the nonhistorical, noncognitive mystical experience with God in
order to inspire personal life experiences.
Thought Inspiration
Ellen White strongly influenced Adventist thought on the doctrine of revelationinspiration. By her example and t e a c h , she pointed away from both verbal
5Weiss,53, states: "Inspiration is the next step in the process. God's action needs to
be interpreted, and inspitation is the working of God's Spirit with a personality so that the
significance of God's action may not be lost The inspired person----~alleda
prophet-testifies that the action was not the result of just human or natural agencies,but
that through them God was at work. He introduces words into the process. Grammar,
style, culhlral setting, needs of the audience, purpose for testifjmg, personal biases, human
conditions-all of these factors enter into the formulation of what the prophet says under
the influence of the Holy Spitit Here the prophet's faith and reason are joined."
"Ibid., 54.
'*Emst Troeltsch, discusses the principles of the historical-critical method in
Rehgion in Histog, trans. James Luther Adams and Walter F. Bense (Minneapolis:
Fortress, 1991), 11-32. See my evaluation and criticism of Troeltsch's principles of
historical criticism in The Cognitive PPn@h of Cbri~tianTbeolbgy: A Aemeneutical St& of
the Revehtion and Inspiration of the Bibh (Berrien Springs: Andrews University Lithotech,
2OOS), 436-442.
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inspiration and encounter revelation.By attemptingto understand the doctrine of
revelation-inspiration by taking clues from White's teachings and prophetic
experience,manyAdventists have adopted the idea of "thought inspiration." They
seem convinced that this view properly reflects her views on inspiration.
One of the earliest expressions of thought inspiration in Adventism took
place in 1883. It affirmed "the light given by God to h s servants is by the
enlightenment of the mind, thus imparting the thought, and not (except in rare
cases) the very words in which the ideas should be expressed."53On the basis that
inspiration acts on the biblical writers' thoughts and not on their words, this
statement marks a clear departure from verbal inspiration. Flighty-seven years
later, Heppenstall articulated this insight into a broad theoretical profile.
Heppenstall articulated the concept of thought inspiration as an alternative
to encounter revelation and a departure from verbal inspiration. Correctly
rejecting the noncognitive basis of encounter revelation, he proposed that the
process of divine revelation took place at the level of the biblical writer's ideas,
concepts, and teaclung~.~~
Revelation is conceptual, taking place in the mind of
the writer. Unfortunately, he did not specify the means through which such
conceptual revelation was formed. Likewise, inspiration also took place in the
mind of the writer. He suggested that in inspiration the Holy Spirit controls the
mind of the human writer in order to guarantee "the accuracy of that which is
revealed."55He proposes that "Inspiration is co-extensivewith the scope of what
is revealed and assures us that the truths revealed correspond to what God had
in mind."56
In both revelation and inspiration, God operates on the thought and not on
the words. Through revelation God generates ideas in the mind of the prophet,
while through inspiration he assures the accuracy of the revealed ideas in the mind
of the prophet. However, on the basis that "one of the unknown factors in
inspiration is the degree of the Holy Spirit's control over the minds of the Bible
writers,'" Heppenstall's position implied that divine inspiration does not reach
the words of Scripture. Consequently,he adheres to what we could call "thought
inerrancy." Thus only the biblical thought, not the words, are inerrant.
Conveniently, for the sake of an apologetics against the biblical and scientific
criticisms of scriptural content, believers can argue that errors and inconsistencies
are due to imperfect language, not to imperfect thought or truth.
In summary, according to thought inspiration, divine revelation-inspiration
operates in the truth behind the words, but falls short of controlling the words.
Hence, in Scripture, infallible truth is presented in fallible language. Scripture,
53"GeneralConference Proceedings," Review and Herag Nov. 27,1883,741-742.
54Heppenstall,16.
551bid.
%Ibid.
57EdwardHeppenstall, "Doctrine of Revelation and Inspiration (Conclusion),"
Ministry, August 1970,29.

therefore, contains errors in matters of detail, which do not affect the revealed
thought.
Exegetes are aware of the role of the human component of revelationinspiration in a degree unknown to most theologans, historians, pastors, and
believers. Moreover, exegetes move within a discipline that approaches Bible
studies from macro presuppositions dictated by the limited parameters of
contemporary factual sciences.
In 1991, from the perspective of biblical studies,Thompson's publication of
In,pirattion: HardQt/estions,Honest A w e r s brought the issue of biblical inspiration
to the forefront of Adventist discussion.58A year later, a group of Adventist
theologians published a critical response to his pr~posal.'~Thompson
distinguishesbetween revelation and in~piration.~~
Revelation is the supernatural
communication of thoughts and truth to prophets. Thus it is "some kmd of
special input from God, a message from Him to His creatures on earthm6'Divine
thought is communicated by means of supernaturalinterventions,such as visions,
dreams, a voice from heaven, miracles, words written on stone, andJesus Chri~t.~'
Inspiration, however, becomes a fuzzy, subjective "fire in their bones" that
moved prophets and apostles to write and speak from the presence of the Holy
Spirit.63Far from claiming that inspiration makes the words of the prophets
become the words of God, Thompson thinks that "inspiration" means that "God
stays close enough to the writers so that the point comes through clear enough."64
Thus in the process of inspiration, God works neither on the prophet's thoughts
nor on his or her words. Inspiration is a divine presence that the prophet feels in
the bones, not in the mind.
For Thompson, while all of Scripture is inspired (i.e., the divine presence
felt in the bones of the writer) only some portions are revealed (i.e., come from
&vine thought, propositions, and miraculous actions). Thompson argues this
point by saying, incorrectly, that "the Bibh does not say that aZlSm$tt/n wasgiven by

nvek~tion."~~
Raoul Dederen, reacting against this notion, concludes that "to hold that
a small part-is revealed and on that basis
address and attempt to solve the apparently contradictory statements in
all is inspired but only part-i.e.,

?3ee n. 4 above.
59FrankHolbrook and Leo Van Dolson, eds., Issues in Revelbtion and Inspiration,
Adventist Theological Society Occasional Papers (Bemen Springs: Adventist
Theological Society, 1992).
*For a brief analysis of Thompson's view on revelation-inspiration,see Dederen,
"On Inspiration and Biblical Authority," 93-95.

651bid.,48 (emphasis original).
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Scripture remains unsati~factor~."~~
Because Scripture does not assume the
technical distinction between revelation and inspiration when describing its
origin, Paul can claim that the entire content of Scripture originates in God.
Thus, according to Scripture, the entire Bible is both revealed and inspired.
Where do other unrevealed portions of Scripture come from according to
Thompson?He correctly argues that many portions of Scripture originate from
research and experience. However, these contents, being of human origin, can
only hold authority based on inspiration. Yet if biblical writers experienced
inspiration neither cognitively nor l i n g & k l l ybut subjectively as a fire in their
bones, we are left with the unavoidable conclusion that large portions of
Scripture present fallible human ideas.
Although Thompson avoids talking about exegetical methodology, his
proposal shows in some detail how, for example, Jerry Gladson's proposal of
a "modified" use of the historical-critical method would look if applied in
Adventist theology. He argues, against Gerhard Hasel and Gordon Hyde, that
Adventists can use a "modified" version of the historical-criticalmethod. His
proposal revolves around the notion that the historical-criticalmethod can be
used when one exchanges the Troeltschian naturalistic presuppositions with
Christian supernatural ones. He introduces the supernatural defaccto by affirming
the thought inspiration of the biblical text. Consider, for instance, his
conviction that "an Adventist need not feel uneasy when he or she realizes the
text has been shaped by human activity. Behind it divine inspiration works both
in the initial inception of the message and its preservation through whatever
stages it may have required. This enables Adventists to avoid the pitfalls of a
strict,naturalistic biblical criticism, while recognizing the legitimate fruits of the
critical method in calling attention to the human fa~tor.~'
In other words,
Gladson's proposal demonstratesthat one can use the historical-criticalmethod
without subscribingto the naturalistic presuppositions on which the hstoricalcritical method has been
Gladson also argues on the basis of the thought-inspiration paradigm.
According to this view, Adventist scholars should feel free to apply the
mDederen, "On Inspiration and Biblical Authority," 101.
67JerryGladson, "Taming Historical Criticism: Adventist Biblical Scholarship in
the Land of the Giants," Spectmm, 18/4 (1988), 19-34. Note that inspiration is "behind"
the text or human factor. The historical-critical method has not changed because the
affirmation of supernatural inspiration abides by the naturalistic presupposition, which
does not allow God to act historically within the flow of historical spatiotemporal
causes. God and the supernatural are carefully placed out of the reach of historical
criticism behind the closed historical continuum.
68Gladson,28, argues that one can use historical criticism on the assumption of
divine transcendence and thought inspiration. He draws from the verbal-revelation
theory the notion of mysterious divine superintendence. This notion opens the door
to historical criticism because it hides divine intervention behind the continuum of
historical events. What Gladson seems to miss is that the use of divine transcendence
as a macro-hermeneutical presupposition can be understood in different ways.

historical-critical methodology to the portions of Scripture that originate in
human research and experience.The historical-criticalmethod, however, is not
"modified" by accepting thought inspiration (or revelation in Thompson's
language), and by circumscribing the biblical materials that fall outside of
thought inspiration. In order to apply the historical-criticalmethod to the entire
Bible, inspiration (or revelation in Thompson's language) must be replaced by
encounter revelation.
The Advantages and Disadvantages
of Thought Inspiration
Thought inspiration involves positive and negative points. On the positive side,
for instance, it provides a midpoint between modernistic noncognitive encounter
revelation and absolutely inerrant classicalverbal inspiration. Thought inspiration
also has the positive effect of directing the interpreter's attention to the weightier
matters discussed in Scripture and away from the minutiae. Finally, this view of
inspiration has the obvious advantage of accounting for biblical phenomena that
do not fit within the verbal-inspiration theory.
However, thought inspiration also has disadvantages.The thought-words
dichotomy, on which the theory builds, leads to the claim that inspiration does
not reach to the words of Scripture. Unfortunately, this claim and the thoughtwords dichotomy on which it builds are not supported by Scripture,White, or
phtlosophical analysis. Although thought inspiration accounts better for the
phenomena of Scripture and White's experience in writing her books than
verbal inspiration, it fails to account for the clear biblical claim that inspiration
reaches to the words themselves (2 Tim 3:16). Moreover, a detailed study of
White's thought on inspiration seems to suggest that, according to her, divine
inspiration does reach the words and assures the "total trustworthiness of the
biblical record.'"j9
The classical Ellen White statement used by Adventist proponents of
thought inspiration reads:
It is not the words of the Bible that are inspired, but the men that were
inspired. Inspiration acts not on the man's words or his expressions but on the
man himself, who, under the influence of the Holy Ghost, is imbued with
thoughts. Nevertheless, the words receive the impress of the individual mind.
The divine mind is diffused. The divine mind and will is combined with the
human mind and willythus the utterances of the man are the word of ~ o d ? '

Unfortunately, the last sentence of White's paragraph is often left out, in which
White clearly states that divine inspiration-which includes the technical
definition of revelation and inspiration-works not on the words (as the verbal
theory affirms), but in the formation of the writer's thought. In this way,
inspiration reaches to the words of the prophets, which "are the word of God."
'%amsteegt, 162.
'''Ellen White, SclectcdMessages,2 201s. (Washington,DC: Review and Herald, 1958,

1980),1: 21.
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In other places, White explains how God was present, guiding when she was
writing." It seems clear that White would not support "thought" inspiration as
many understand it at the beginning of the twenty-first century. Consequently,
it appears misleading to use one aspect of her complex view on inspiration to
give authority to a theory she would not appr~ve.'~
Moreover, philosophical reflection suggests that 'language and thinking
about things are so bound together that it is an abstraction to conceive of the
system of truths as a pregiven system of possibilities of being [thoughts] for
which the signifpg subject [biblical writer] selects corresponding signs
word^]."'^ Thoughts and words belong together." A thought with no word or
words to communicate perishes in the mind of the thinker.
Another problem is that, for all practical purposes, thought inspiration
reduces inspiration to re~elation.~~
Technically, revelation deals with the
formation of ideas in the mind of biblical writers, and inspiration with the
process of communicatingrevelation in written or oral formats. When thought
inspiration claims that divine assistance to the prophet does not reach the
words, it is thereby limiting divine intervention to revelation. The practical
problem with this view is that we have no access to prophetic thought, which
died with the prophets, but only with their human fallible words.
Finally, the problems of thought inspiration considerably increase when
the thought-word dichotomy hides the history-salvation dichotomy that finds
its ground not in biblical but in Platonic thinking. Exegetes and theologians
working from these dichotomies feel free to criticize the historical content of
Scripture from a scientific viewpoint because they assume that the divine
theological content of Scripture is both beyond the human words of the text
and the history of salvation it reveals. Since theological content is not strictly
71See,e.g., a number of other places where she supports this position (Mind
Character and Personakg, 2 vols. pashville: Southern Publishmg Association, 19771, 1:
318; SehctedMessages, 1:27,36,37; Manwc@t Rehmes (Silver Spring, MD: Ellen G. White
Estate, 1993),2: 156-157; SeIetcdMessages, 3: 36. Moreover,in numerous passages White
refers to Scripture as "the inspired word" or "words" of God, (see, e.g., Evangelism
[Washington,DC: Review and Herald, 19701,269; SeIecfedMessages, 1: 17; S t 9 to Chrrjt
(Mountain View, CA: Pacific Press, 1956), 108; "How to Study the Bible," Adventist
Review and Sabbath HeraLd, July, 19, 1887); and "words of inspiration" (see, e.g., Life
Sketches ofEllen G. White (Mountain View, CA: Pacific Press, 1943), 198; Tedmoniesjir
the Church, 2 2605). It seems dear that White would not support "thought" inspiration
as many understand it at the beginning of the twenty-first century. Consequently, it
appears misleading to use one aspect of her complex view on inspitation to give
authority to a theory she would not approve.
72Seealso Damsteegt, 160.
73Gadamer,TruthandMethod,417. Gadamer seems to imply that Greek philosophy,
based on a timeless notion of reality, drives an abstract wedge between thought and
word (ibid., 417-418).
7 4 0 ~thoughts
r
are influenced by the language that shapes it.
'The same criticism that Thompson leveled against verbal inspiration; see above.

tied to the words of Scripture, exegetes and theologians use their imaginations
and present the results as the theological content of the text. Not surprisingly,
some Adventist theologians and scientists, trying to accommodate the biblical
account of creation to evolutionaryscientificteachings, use thought inspiration
to justify their approach. They explicitly argue their case based on thought
inspiration and the assumed disjunction between thoughts and words.76
The thought-word dichotomyassumedin thought inspiration derives from
the same macro hermeneutics on which classical Christian theologians ground
their soul-body dichotomy. Just as by observing the body we do not gain
knowledge about the soul, so by readmg the text of Scripturewe are clueless as
to the divine thought in the mind of the biblical writer. In short, if inspiration
did not reach the words, how are we sure that we find any divinely origjnated
thoughts in Scripture? If the separation between thought and words makes
room for small errors, why should it not also make room for substantial errors
in theological teachings?

Presently Adventist scholars work by implicitly or explicitly assuming three
differentinterpretationsof revelation-inspiration:verbal inspiration, encounter
revelation, and thought inspiration.
These theories are by no means of minor theological importance. On the
contrary, they reveal different theological schools or theological paradigms,
which decidedly influence the entire task of exegetical and theological research,
even to the point of dividing Adventism into distinctive schools of thought
across the world. This conflict of interpretations should alert us to the
importance of arriving at a proper understanding of revelation-inspiration.
Our research has not found any serious scholarly attempt by an Adventist
theologian to deal with the cognitive origin of Scripture. Instead, Adventist
scholars adopt and adapt the theoretical models of explanation produced by
classical (verbal model) and modem (encounter model) theological traditions.
These models build on human philosophicalpresuppositions about divine and
human nature. In so doing, they violate the soh Sm)tura principle and therefore
go against the first fundamental belief of Adventist doctrines.
First, the encounter theory does not support a sola Scn)tura theology
because it teaches that the content of Scripture originates from human
'%ee, e.g., Cottrell, 195-221.See Cottrell's views on the basis of a literal exegesis
of Genesis ("Literary Structure of Genesis 1:l-2:3: An Ove~ew,"in Cnation
Reconsidered Scient$c, Biblical, and TheologicaIPer~ective.r,ed.James L. Hayward [Roseville,
CA: Association of Adventist Forums, 20001,239-248);on the assumption of thought
revelation that the ttuth of the text is in the theological thought behind the text
("Prophets: Infallible or Authoritative?" in Creation Reconsi&nd, 223-233). See also
Frederick E. J. Harder, who merges the doctrines of creation and Christology. In the
process of so doing, the Great Controversy motif is reinterpreted along theistic
evolutionary lines ("Theological Dimensions of the Doctrine of Creation," in Creation
Reconsidered, 279-286).
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knowledge. Second, while, at first glance, the verbal theory seems to support
a sob Scriptura theology because it teaches that God is the "real" writer of
Scripture, the teachings of Scripture do not support the understandingof divine
actions that the verbal theory assumes. Although Scripture teaches that God is
the author of Scripture, it does not claim that he is the writer. Moreover, the
phenomena of Scripture do not support the notion that God is the writer of
Scripture. In addition, by having the words of Scripture originate directly from
God's timeless eternity, the verbal model disregards the content of biblical
words that represent God's acting and speaking to the prophets from within
the flow of human time and history. All these are examples that point to the
conclusion that the verbal model of revelation cannot actually support a
theology based only on Scripture. Finally, the hard wedge driven between
thoughts and words makes it impossible for the Adventist "thought"
inspiration to support the sob S@tura principle.
If Adventist theology wants to remain faithful to the soh Smptura principle,
then it should search for a new model of revelation-inspiration. We will
consider, in a second article, the possibility of building a biblical model of
revelation-inspiration that may support the sob Smptm-a principle and
strengthen the unity and mission of the Adventist Church.

